
November 19,2012

Doug Haines, La Mirada Avenue Neighborhood Association
P.O. Box 93596
Los Angeles, CA 90093-0596 """ 0~ <=.....,
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Los Angeles City Council
c/o Office of the City Clerk
City of Los Angeles, City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Rm. 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Council File 12·1604
Case No.: APCC-2008-2703-SPE-CUB-SPP-SPR
CEOA No.: ENV -2008-1421-EIR
Project Location: 5500 - 5544 Sunset Blvd., 1411- 1441 N. Western Ave., 1414 St. Andrews PI.,

and 5505 - 5545 De Longpre Ave.

Dear President Wesson, and Honorable Council members:

Please note the following exhibits supporting our neighborhood association's appeal of the Central
Area Planning Commission's August 14, 2012 approval of a proposed Target retail development at 5520
Sunset Boulevard, at the intersection of Western Avenue in Hollywood. The City Council is tentatively
scheduled to act on the matter at its November 20,2012 regular meeting.

If constructed as described on page 1-3 of the Draft Environmental Impact Report ("DEIR"),
"Proposed Project," and slightly modified by the Commission's action, the Target development would
consist of a structure 14 feet, 4 inches in height, with 194,149 sq. ft. of retail development and 225,286 sq.
ft. of above-grade parking spaces in two levels totaling 458 stalls. Total site development is 420,035 sq. ft.
The net lot area is 160,678 sq. ft. The primary component of the project would be a 163,862 sq. ft. Target
retail store on the third level, with 30,887 sq. ft. of unidentified retail at ground level (hereinafter the
"Project"). The applicant is Target Corporation ("Applicant").

Attached at Exhibit 1 is a November 19, 2012 letter from traffic consultant Art Kassan detailing
deficiencies in the Project's EIR. Attached at Exhibit 2 is a November 4,2012 insert in the Los
Angeles Times advertising "Groceries fresh from Target." Note Target's "Savory Savings" on frozen
food items that include "Premium All-Natural Butterball Turkey," "Claim Jumper Pies," and "All-
Natural Ground Beef" All such items require refrigeration both during transportation and unloading.
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Attached at Exhibit 3 is an August 18, 2004 Los Angeles Times article regarding the sale of the
West Hollywood Gateway project by developer J.H. Snyder Co. to ING Clarion for $72 million. The
West Hollywood Gateway development places all parking in a subterranean garage and includes a
137,500 sq. ft. Target store. Despite false claims to the contrary by the Applicant in its Supplemental
Findings, Target does not own the Gateway site, and Target did not design, build or in any manner
develop the property. Target has in fact never constructed a project in North America with
subterranean parking.

Note photo below showing the surface parking lot reserved for residents of the residential affordable
housing component of the Ralph's development at Hollywood Blvd. and Western Ave. Despite the
Applicant's false claims to the contrary, the Ralph's development is financially separate from this
affordable which was the Hollvwood Corporation,

Attached at Exhibit 4 is a November 7,2005 Los Angeles Business Journal article detailing attempts
by Councilman Eric Garcetti to force the Clarett Group to abandon its plans for low-rise buildings for its
Blvd. 6200 project and instead construct skyscrapers on its property located less than one mile west of the
Target site. The Blvd. 6200 project includes 5 levels of subterranean parking, two public plazas, 157,000
square feet of stores and restaurants, and 1,014 residential units, with 100 units reserved for affordable
housing. The project received uo public subsidies, and its approval was supported by all of the Hollywood
area neighborhood councils and the Hollywood Design Review Committee. In contrast, Target's Project
is opposed by those same community organizations.
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Attached at Exhibit 5 is a definition by former Zoning Administrator Jon Perica of the term
"vicinity" as applied by the Los Angeles Department of City Planning.

Attached at Exhibit 6 please note a Google Earth photo showing the existing low-scale
development of Sunset Blvd. in the vicinity of the Project site.

As a low-level community in historic Hollywood, we ask that the City Council recognize the
negative impacts associated with this and similar developments inconsistent with our community's
land use and planning, and support our appeal. We further ask that the City Council deny the
Applicant'S request to adopt its Supplemental Findings.

Thank you for your courtesy and attention to this matter.

Doug Haines, for the
La Mirada Avenue Neighborhood Association
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ARTHUR L. KASSAN, P.E.
Consulting Traffic Engineer

November 19, 2012

Honorable Herb Wesson, President, and Honorable Members
Los Angeles City Council
c/o Los Angeles City Clerk
Room 395
City Hall
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Subject: Council File 12-1604
ENV-2008-1421-EIR
5520 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood
Target Retail Shopping Center Project

Dear Honorable Council Members:

On behalf of the La Mirada Neighborhood Association of Hollywood, I am addressing
the responses to comments that have been incorporated into the Final Environmental
Impact Report (FEIR) for the above project.

According to the Caltrans comment letter, "The Hollywood Freeway (US-1 01) currently
operates at level-of-service (LOS F) during peak periods ... [FEIR pagelll-132) In
response to Comment 10-2, page 111-126,the FEIR states, "The future Target traffic
from the 101 Hollywood Freeway traveling northbound will exit the freeway near Sunset
Boulevard via the northbound off ramp at Harold Way and Wilton Place located one
block west of the store site not further south at Santa Monica Boulevard and Serrano
Avenue which is considerably farther from the Target site, approximately % mile." That
is a questionable statement with no supporting evidence and ignoring observable
pattems of driver behavior on congested freeways throughout the metropolitan area.

It is well known among those who observe urban traffic patterns that drivers
encountering severe congestion on a freeway will exit the freeway if there is a viable
alternative routing on the surface street network. With the Hollywood Freeway already
operating at LOS F, as stated by Caltrans, many drivers, recognizing that the Target
project is near and that Western Avenue is a direct access route to the project, will exit
at the Santa Monica Boulevard off-ramp and travel through the neighborhood that is
immediately north of that ramp to reach Western Avenue by way of La Mirada Avenue.

A traffic engineer/analyst familiar with the traffic flow conditions and the street pattern in
that area should be able to make reasonable estimates of the traffic that will be
attracted to that freeway-to-neighborhood bypass routing. Those estimates should have
been included in the original traffic impact study for the Draft EIR (DEIR) to provide the
conservative analysis that is required. The DEIR should be recirculated with a more
realistic distribution of the freeway-oriented Target project traffic.

Telephone
(310) 558-0808

5105 Cimarron Lane
Culver City, CA 90230

FAX
(310) 558-1829
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The FEIR states that "The cut-through route via Serrano Avenue and La Mirada Avenue
is not a Target traffic route." [FEIR page 111-126,response to Comment 10-2] That
statement is unsubstantiated, and there is no supporting evidence. Many drivers,
familiar with the neighborhood, will turn right from Santa Monica Boulevard to enter the
neighborhood and exit on Western Avenue, having avoided the congestion at the Santa
Monica BoulevardlWestern Avenue intersection. Others will exit the freeway at Santa
Monica Boulevard, as described above, and travel through the neighborhood to
Westem Avenue. A conservative, worst-case analysis should have taken those
movements into account. A recirculated DEIR would present the opportunity to do so.

Several FEIR responses acknowledge that the DEIR contained substantial errors in the
characterization of the project's impacts and the feasibility of mitigating those impacts
particularly at two critical intersections - Santa Monica Boulevardl Western Avenue and
Hollywood BoulevardlWilton Place. [FEIR pages 111-97and 111-98,responses to
Comments 8-35 and 8-36] Then, in response to Comment 8-37 regarding impacts on
emergency services, the FEIR states "Furthermore, the Draft EIR was provided to LAPD
and LAFD for review. Neither agency expressed concerns regarding the project's
impact on response times." [FEIR page 111-98]

However, if the DEIR contained errors, as acknowledged in the FEIR, then the LAPD
and LAFD did not have the opportunity to review accurate traffic impact information from
which to draw their conclusions. At a minimum, those two agencies should be provided
with correct and accurate information regarding the future congestion conditions and
unmitigated impacts that will occur at the two critical intersections for their further review
as to the impacts on future emergency response times.

On FEIR page 111-116,in response to Comment 9-8, is the statement, "The Target
trucks do not carry perishable goods; therefore, and [sic] they do not have refrigeration
generators." The FEIR is dated June 2012. By that time, Target was well into a program
to provide substantial grocery sections in their stores. They have been advertising those
essentially supermarket components with special inserts in Sunday newspapers for
many months. Those supermarket sections contain dairy products and frozen foods
among other perishable items.

Surely, those items are delivered by refrigerated trucks, and the Applicants, their
consultants, and City staff members must be well aware of that. Their response
describing potential truck operations is incorrect in its estimate of the number of truck
deliveries per day, which must be higher than the stated average of 1.7 heavy trucks
per day when food deliveries are considered. The trailer drop-off operation that they
describe, in which the" ... Target delivery trucks would drop their trailers off at the
loading dock and then leave the site ... ", will not be feasible with the refrigerated food
trucks.
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Further, the potential restaurants in the "shopping center" component of the project will
also need food deliveries, many of which will arrive in refrigerated trucks that cannot be
accommodated on-site.

The truck operations should be reconsidered and the site plan should be redesigned
appropriately to accommodate the trucks that will actually be needed to serve the
project occupants. Then, the DEIR should be revised and re-circulated for evaluation of
the new truck service plan.

Taken together, the DEIR and the FEIR are seriously deficient in their analysis of the
proposed project's impacts on the La Mirada neighborhood, of impacts on emergency
response times throughout the area, and of truck access/service at the site. Further
analysis is called for in order to achieve the conservative, worst-case evaluation of
impacts that is required.

I would be pleased to discuss my above comments with Members of the Council and
with City staff members.

Very truly yours,

Original signed by Arthur L Kassan, P.E.

Arthur L. Kassan, P.E.
Registered Traffic Engineer No. 152
Registered Civil Engineer No. 15563
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SAVORY SAVINGS.

I
99¢/lb 10- to 24-1b.

Premium All-Natural
Butterball Turkey
limit 2 per guest

75¢ 14.75- to 15,25-oz.

Del Monte
Canned Vegetables

3/$3 stove Top 3/$3 Betty Crocker
Potatoes 1.50 libby's

Pumpkin
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EXPECT MORE. PAYLESS~
SALE PRICES END SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10.
Find a Target near you at Target.com/storelocator • Prices valid 1114/12-11110/12

2 .29 Gold Medal Flour 2.99 Pam OR Wesson Oil 2.99 Holiday 0'00 1.89 Select Betty Crocker
Cookie Mixes 4.99 Claim Jumper

Pies

2/$5 15,2-oz. Naked Juice
In assorted flavors 5.99 Gatorade 3/$4 z-uter

Coke
3.99 Dasanl

+CAV
7.99 Selected 11- or 12-02.

Starbucks Bagged Coffee
+CAV +CAV +CRV

2/$5 7- or s-oz.
Market Pantry"
lunch Meat
In assorted varenes

2.49 t-b. Pkg. Driscoll's
Fresh Strawberries
Brands may vary by store

$1 Select Del Monte
Canned Fruit 2.39 s-ee. Market Pantry

Block or
Shredded Cheese

2/$7 t-ic. Pkg. All Natural
93% Lean, 7% Fat
Ground Beef OR
zo-oz. Pkg. Jennie-O
Lean Ground Turkey

59(\; 14-0<:. Swanson
Chicken Broth 75¢ 1O.75-oz. Campbell's

Cream of Mushroom
or Cream of Chicken
Soup

2.79 SpecialK
Cracker Chips 3.25 Family Size

Wheat Thins OR Triscults 4.99 20-oz. Planters
Cocktail Peanuts
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Los Angeles Business Journal PRINT I CLOSE WINDOW

Pantages Theater Development Criticized for Lacking
Creativity
By ANDY FIXMER - 11/7/2005
Los Angeles Business Journal Staff

Clarett Group faces stiff opposition to its initial
plans to develop a 7-acre site near the Pantages
Theatre in Hollywood.

Councilman Eric Garcetti, whose 13th District includes
the site, said he is disappointed that developers are
proposing six-story buildings instead of towers, and
that they have not included other uses, $uch as
offices, performing arts theaters or enough affordable
housing and open space.

"This is a world-class site and it deserves a
world-class development," Garcetti said. "I don't
think we're there yet."

~Helmi Hisserich, administrator for the Hollywood
f project area of the Community Redevelopment Agency of
I Los Angeles, said that Clarett has turned down her
, offer to have the agency help finance

community-serving elements that aren't economically
viable. "We are losing an opportunity to do something
really grand and very important for the Hollywood
community," she said.
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Garcetti said he is also disappointed that Clarett
executives have resisted altering their plans to take
into account his concerns, along with those of the CRA
and community groups.

"In my four years in office, this is the least
flexibility I've seen from a developer," he said. "I
have faith that Clarett is a good developer. It's not
a question of ability, there's just less flexibility
than I would like to see."

Executives have been showing plans to community and
business groups for a project containing 1,000
apartments in four low-rise buildings spanning both
sides of Hollywood Boulevard between Argyle and El
Centro avenues.

The project, designed with Moderne elements by Santa
Monica architecture firm Van Tilberg Banvard &



Soderbergh, would contain 157,000 square feet of shops
and restaurants and have between 2,500 to 3,000
underground parking spaces. Two public plazas each 'J

[

roughly the size of the courtyard at Hollywood &
Highland - would be located at the entrance to the _~
developments.

Clarett executives said they will consider feedback
once more groups have had a chance to review the
plans.

Frank A. Stephan, a Clarett Group managing director
who heads up the company's L.A. office, says that the
project, as proposed, would generate $4.5 million in
tax revenues for the city. Of that, $500,000 would go
toward building affordable housing.

Additionally, Stephan said Clarett has voluntarily
offered to set aside 5 percent of the project for
families who fall between 80 percent and 120 percent
of L.A. County median income.

There are no city ordinances that require developers
of privately financed projects' to provide low-income
housing, said attorney Benjamin Reznik, a partner with
Jeffer Mangels Butler & Marmaro LLP, who is
representing Clarett Group.

-

C
'we have asked for no government subsidies and we l

don't require eminent domain," said Victoria Hackett,
Clarett's managing partner. "No one is being displaced
because of our project."

The land that Clarett wants to develop has belonged to
Nederlander Producing Co. of America Inc., which owns
the Pantages Theatre and manages other nearby venues.
After turning down developers for nearly two decades,
few believed that Nederlander would sell the land,
which is currently being used as parking lots for
theatergoers.

Hackett had an inside track with company owner Jimmy
Nederlander from when the two worked on revitalizing
Times Square in New York. At first, Hackett brought a
developer interested in the Hollywood site to
Nederlander, but then realized she could do a better
job. "I understood Jimmy would never sell the land,"
she said. "It was a matter of tailoring a project to
fit."
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FROM THE DESK OF JON PERTCA
10338 ETIWANDA AVE, NORTHRIDGE, 91326

Honorable City Council

COMMENTS ON CF 08-1509-8 I - SUNSET AND GORDON MIXED USE PROJECT

r have provided a June 27, 2008 evaluation of the merits of the proposed project from my
perspective as a retired Zoning Administrator who acted on over 2, 500 cases over a 20 year
period. 1 concluded that none of the requested zone variance requests for this project could be
approved because not all the required legal findings could be made. Inparticular, there was no
City imposed "hardship" because the project could be built without variances by right and there
were no comparable "precedent approvals" for other such variance requests in the local
community. The attorney for the applicant has challenged two issues of my evaluation and these
challenges are factually wrong and need to be corrected.

1. Lack of loeal precedent - One of the zone variance findings is that the City must have
granted a similar vari ance approval for the same case in the "vicinity" of the new requested
variance. The Z.oning Administrators in the Office of Zoning Administration used the case
required 500-ft radius map for the zone variance project fOf the standard determination of
"vicinity". TIle attorney challenges this because he claims there is no written policy that restricts
this definition of "vicinity" to just SOO-ft. The attorney cites a conversation with a retired Chief
Zoning Administrator as indicating that it was the "discretion" of each Zoning Administrator
what distance to use for "vicinity".

Reply - There has been no Zone Code definition of the word "vicinity" but without an informal
standard for Zoning Administrators to use, there would be inconsistency among the different
Zoning Administrators and that would be unfair to different applicants and put the City at risk of
legal challenge for having different standards of review for zone variances. Without a standard
distance, one lA could choose other variance grant examples from 8 miles away, which is what
the applicant for the Sunset-Gordon Project has done in his Zone Variance application, and
another ZA could pick only abutting properties and there would be wide disparities between ZA.
Webster's Unabridged Dictionary defines vicinity as "pertaining to or belonging to a
neighborhood or district". There needs to be a specific way to implement the term "vicinity" in a
way everyone can understand and accept as being reasonable and fair.

When I worked as a Zoning Administrator from 1986-2005. the Zoning Administrators wanted
to have an informal, uniform standard for the sake of consistency and decided that using tbe
required 500-ft radius map Was a clear standard measuring point that everyone would agree

,
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upon. This radius map distance was a standard part of each variance application and the only
measureable distance that already existed and with which everyone was familiar. The Zoning
Administrators were aware that one of their cases was the basis for a Superior Court judge to
overturn a City variance approval in Stolman v. City of Los Angeles. No new arbitrary distance
would have to be created by using this existing standard shown on the required application radius
map.

The logic of 500-ft distance to compare a new variance with a similar existing local variance is
that it represents a reasonable neighborhood reference several blocks away from the site of the
previous similar zone variance where it would be visible for all the local residents. Residents
would understand that there was a previously approved variance in their community and
therefore, another similar project in the same local community should be given the same
property rights. The distance had to be relatively short so that the overall conditions of the local
community would be the same as the previous approved variance In the same local area.
This 500-ft distance standard policy clearly met the dictionary definition of belong to a
neighborhood. If the distance to use to define "vicinity" could be] or S-miles, there was no WRy
that the local community characteristics could be the same.

The applicant's attorney citing an "alleged" precedent example of a previously granted variance
3 communities and 8 miles away from the subject Hollywood site with different surrounding
land uses, building heights and zones would be like comparing "apples to oranges" as the saying
goes. This is why the Zoning Administrators wanted to have an informal policy among
themselves that was comparing existing and proposed zone variances in the same local 500-ft
vicinity where the local characteristics would be the same.

The judge in the Stolman case clearly warned the City in his action by saying that distance to II

precedent previous approval must be in the same zone and vicinity. A valid precedent to justify
a zone variance must be "within a reasonably close proximity" to the project site and without
this, "the (variance) finding can't be made and the variance should be denied".

The retired Chief Zoning Administrator had no policy either in writing or orally on what each
Zoning Administrator could do to determine IIdefinition of "vicinity" and he left it up to his
Zoning Administrators to act in a fair and logical manner based on a defendable standard. The
Chief 'LA was never a part of the informal ZA policy to use the 500-ft radius as a standard for
"vici nity' because he trusted his staff to make the right decision and the Chief never interfered
with ZA case decision on how they based their written findings.

The attorney for the applicant could never have known this internal ZA policy and he has filed so
few ZA cases that he simply has not experienced this informal standard before. Veteran land use
legal firms, like those at Jeffers, Mangels, Butler and Marmara as an example, have experienced
this informal policy because they once lost a key appeal where the sole basis for their less was
that they could not point to another similar commercial variance on a radius map for a proposed
similar project on Venture Blvd.



2. Project is without precedent- I continue to maintain that the number of Zone Code
deviations (17) requested is without precedent in any previous City reviewed project and the
majority of those are zone variances which have the hardest findings of any type of land use
request to justify. Ihave previously referenced IIcomparison of a more modest project at 1633
La Brea Blvd, approved under ZA 2005-1856, in my letter of June 27d1 which requested fat
fewer variances for a similar mixed use project. The attorney for the applicant claims that this La
Brea project is "comparable" to the Sunset Gordon project.

Reply - The factual comparison between the similar :W05 mixed use project cited above and the
applicant's Sunset Gordon project clearly shows that the two projects are not comparable and
that the current project should be denied. The La Brea project requested only four Code
deviations and they are clearly much less of a Code deviation in scale of deviation than the
Sunset Gordon project with its 17 Code deviations. The La Brea project asked to park 40
parking spaces in the residential zone while meeting Code required parking. increase the height
from 45 to 98-ft and increase the Floor Area Ratio from 3: 1 to a maximum of 4: 1 and 3.5:1.
The Sunset Gordon project sigrilficantly increases the Code deviations by asking for 523
parking spaces in a garage located in a residential zone which has 66% compact parking in lieu
of the required 1 standard size parking space for each dwelling unit, an increase in the height
from 45-ft to 260-ft and an increase in Floor Area. Ratio from 3:1 to 6:1.

This comparison above shows that the applicant's project is wildly out of scale compared to a
normal mixed use project in the community that was reasonably approved. The applicant's
project is out of control in its size, height and unprecedented Code deviations which sets a
terrible precedent for other excessive projects to follow. Neither the applicant nor the City has
identified a similar approval for a previous mixed use project built locally in this Hollywood
neighborhood with anything close to 17 Code deviations and comparable to the scale of
deviations being so much more than the Zone Code allow by right. Without this leglllly
required precedent, this Sunset Gordon project cannot be approved. The Steiman case law
precedent ruling has clearly shown that, without strong City supporting findings including local
precedents of similar zone variance grants and for comparable number of deviations and similar
scale of the deviations from the Zone, any action by the City Council to approve his project will
again fail on appeal at significant cost to the City and the applicant.

JunP~
Jon Perica
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Sunset Blvd., looking east from Wilton Place. Note Home Depot store at right.


